NATIVE VILLAGE OF AFOGNAK

RESOLUTION NUMBER 2007-03
To ENCOU~\GETllEIlvlPLlZMENTATION OF N<\T!ON.-\LPROGRAMSDES1GNED TO
REDUCE CLIlvlA'rE CHANGE POLT.UTION

WHEREAS, the. Native Village of Afognak (NV1\) is the federally recognized Indian tribe for the
"Native Village of Afognak" as defined in section 3 (c) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act,
as amended; and
WBEREAS, NVA is an Indian Tribe as defined in section 103(e) of the Indian Self-Determination
Act of 1975, as amended; and
WHEREAS, NVA is organized under a constitution duly adopted under Section 16 of the federal
Indian Reorganization Act, as amended (25 U.S.c. 476); and
WHEREAS, the Native Village of Afognak Tribal Council is [he governing body of the Native
Village of Afognak; and

WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have survived fox hundreds of yeus and built our cultures around our
environments and our traditional subsistence ways of life; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's climate; and

WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather and local landscapes undermine the socialidentity
and cultural survival of all Alaska Natives and have significant impacts on the availability of food
sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose, seabirds) and waterfowl; and

WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy efficiency
provide multiple local benefits by decreasing pollution, creating jobs, reducing energy use, saving
money and preserving our traditional ways of life; and
WHEREAS, renewable energy resources developed in a manner which does the least amount of
damage to the natural surroundings protects the environment and is beneficial to and respects the
individuals living in and around the area; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Native Village of Afognak hereby urges the
United States Congress and the President of the United States to promote and support a national
program to reduce climate change pollution, promote the responsible development of natural
resources, and the development of renewable energy resources within a rimeframe that prevents
irreversible harm to public health, the economy, the environment, and the loss of cultural identity
for all Alaska Native, Native Americans, and Native Hawaiians.
NATlV E VILl-AGE OF AFOGN,\K
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Native Vil11ge of Afognak Tribal Council

ATTESTATION
The foregoing Resolution was adopted, by a telephone poll of rhe NVA Tribal Council, on March 6,
2007, during which a ql:tOrum was polled, by a vote of 4 fOR and 0 AGAINST, with 0 Abstentions.

By:

~~2W~
Arlene Nelson, Secretary
Native Village of Afognak Tribal Council
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CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION 06WHEREAS, the /l~,JWft (1;1/4'/;& cl'/fkl,to k
, is a federally recognized Tlibe with all
powers and responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by human activities;
and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the Intemational Panel on Climate Change
(IPCe) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First National Assessment
indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing regional
climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the availability of subsistence
food sources snch as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will
present serious challenges to subsistence ways oflife in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes undermine
the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health systems, rural
infrastructure and economies; and
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional hunting
and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy efficiency
provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creatingjobs, reducing energy use, and
saving money; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the !lhfz~ Vi>
urges the United States Congress and President of the United States to ove forward on a
national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the development
and adoption of renewable energy within a timeframe that prevents irreversible harm to public
health, the economy and the environment.
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CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION 07-03
WHEREAS, the Alatna Tribal Council, is a federally recognized Tribe with all powers
and responsibilities inherent in at sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on
the Earth's climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem
caused in part by human activities; and
WHEREAS, THE 200 I Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research
Program's (USGCRP) First National Assessment indicate that global
warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse
gas emission; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts
on the availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring,
whales, caribou, moose, seabirds, and waterfowl, and will present serious
challenges to subsistence ways of life in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rum] infrastructure and economics; and
WllEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution,
ercatingjobs, reducing energy use, and saving money; and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Alatna Tribal Council urges the
United Sates Congress and President of the United States to move forward on a national,
mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the development and
adoption of renewable energy within a timeframe that prevents irreversible harm to
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CERTIFICATION
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that the Alatna Tribal Council is currently
composed of four members, ofwhom ~ constituting a quorum, were present at II
meeting convened this2L day of H. i"
.2007, and that the foregoi,-~

Resolution was dnly adopted at said meeting by the affirmative vote of_'_
members, and opposed by .1l- members, and that said Resolution has not been
rescinded or amended in any way.
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CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION 07-1'1 .

, is a federally recognized Tribe with all
\VHEREAS, the A I I"Uc:?\k{+ To b,,1 Caw"," [ I
powers and responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and otber greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's climate; and
WHEREAS,in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by human activities;
and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate Change
(TPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First National
Assessment indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the u.s. pledged under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing regional
climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the availability of subsistence
food sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will
present serious challenges to subsistence ways of life in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health systems, rural
infrastructure and economies; and
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional hunting
and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy efficiency
provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs, reducing energy use,
and saving money; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the fl:l/t,i;pl:etli~b"urges the United States
Congress and President of the United States to move forward on a national, mandatory program
to reduce climate change pollution and promote the development and adoption of renewable
energy within a tirneframe that prevents irreversible harm to public health, the economy and the
environment.
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iupiit ofYfndreafski

P.O. 13ox88
ST. :M.Jf:RY's J'l,X 99658

RESOLUTION # 06 -16
CLIMATE CHANGE
WHEREAS, the Yupiit of Andreafski is a federally recognized Tribe with all powers and responsibilities inherent.
in a sovereign government; and,
WHEREAS, scientific consensus bas developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other greenhouse gases released
into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's climate; and,
WHEREAS, in 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate Change (!pCC) and the
2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First National Assessment indicate that global warming
bas begun; and,
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and,
WHEREAS, Alaska Native have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing regional climate and climate
cbange is likely to have significant impacts on the availability ofsubsistence food sources such as salmon, herring,
whales, caribou, moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious cballenges to subsistence ways of life in
Alaska and other regions; and,
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes undermine the social
identity and coltural survival ofAlaska Natives; and,
WHEREAS, changes in climate willcreate new challenges for community health systems, rural infrastructure and
economies; and,
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, suow and ice conditions make travel and traditional hunting and fishing
practices more hazardous and endanger lives; and,
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy efficiency provide multiple
local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs, reducing energy use, and saving money; and,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Yupiit ofAndreafski urges the United States Congress and
President ofthe United States to move forward on a national, mandatory program to reduce climate change
pollution and promote the development and adoption ofrenewable energy within a timeframe that prevents
irreversible harmto public health, the economy and the environment.
CERTIFICATION
PASSED AND APPROVED BY A DULY CONSTITUTED QUORUM OF THE ANDREAFSKI
TRIBAL COUNCIL ON THIS
DAY OF JULY, 2006, BY A VOTE OF..!LJN FAVO&,
OPPOSED, AND L2-ABSTAlNlNG.
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&fi'i Alstrom-Beans, Prettdent
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CERTIFlCArION
PASS)1:D AND APPROVED BY A DULY CONS~TUTED QUORUM OF THE
ALGAACIQ TRIBAT~ COUNCIL ON THIS
DAY OF AUGUST, 2006 1.1il
SA.INT MARY'S, ALASKA BY A VOTE OF ..-:LIN FAVOR. 0 OPPOS'ED,
AND ~ABSTAINING..
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Sven Paukan, President
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Marvella Sipary, Sr., Sec./~
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ANVIK TRIBAL COUNCIL
PO Box 10
Anvik, Alaska 99558
(907)663-6322 phone 663-6357 fax
RESOLUTION 06-06

WHEREAS:

the Anvik Tribe, is a federally recognized Tribe with all powers and
responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and

WHEREAS: scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on
the Earth's climate; and
WHEREAS: in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem
caused in part by human activities; and
WHEREAS: the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's
(USGCRP) First National Assessment indicate that global warming has
begun; and
WHEREAS: 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions; and
WHEREAS: Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts
on the availability of subsistence food sou8rces such as salmon, herring,
whales, caribou, moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious
challenges to subsistence ways of life in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS: climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
Undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS:

changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rural infrastructure and economies; and

WHEREAS:

unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and
traditional hunting and fishing practices moire hazardous and endangers
lives; and

WHEREAS:

actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution,
creating jobs, reducing energy use, and saving money; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: that the Anvik Tribe urges the United States
Congress and President of the United States to move forward on a
national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and
promote the development and adoption of renewable energy within a
timeframe that prevents irreversible harm to public health, the economy
and the environment.

CERTIFICATION

PASSED and APPROVED this 7th day of July, 2006 at a duly constituted quorum of the
Anvik Tribal Council. 5 yeas 0 nays.

SIGNED:

(1&(#;2

Chief, Carl Jerue, Jr.
ATTEST:
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Sec./Treas., Christine Elswick

INUPL4T COMMUNrI

the ARCTIC SLO

an IRA Regional Tribal Government
Ph: (907) 852-4227

P.O. Box 9.34 • Barrow, Alaska 9972.3
1-888-788-4227 Fax: (907) 852-4246

Resolution 2006-03
Climate Change
WHEREAS,

the Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, IRA (hereby ICAS) is a federally
recognized Regional Tribal government organized under the Indian
Reorganization Act of 1934 as amended for Alaskans Natives in 1936; and

WHEREAS, ICAS Regional Tribal Council (a.k.a. ICAS Executive Board) is the governing
body of lCAS and is responsible for protecting the interests' of its members
and its rights of Self'Governance; and
WHEREAS, the Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope has all the powers and
responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the
Earth's climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused
in part by human activities; and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's
(USGCRP) First National Assessment indicate that global warming has
begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on
the availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring, whales,
caribou, moose, seabirds, and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges
to subsistence ways oflife in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, Changes in climate will create new challenges for community health systems,
rural infrastructure and economies; and

Resolution 2006-03

Page 2

WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS,

actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating
jobs, reducing energy use, and saving money; and

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope
urges the United States Congress and President of the United States to move
forward on a national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution
and promote the development and adoption of renewable energy within a
timeframe that prevents irreversible harm to public, health, the economy and
the environment.

CERTIFICATION:
I undersigned hereby certify that the Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope is composed of
13 board members of whom _ are present at the meeting held this _ _ day of
2006,
and this resolution was adopted by a vote of _
for, and _
voting against and
abstaining_.

ATTEST:

CB~'--1rh. A~jL.0Vk:Doreen Ahgeak, Secretary

Date
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Arnold Brower Jr.,

FROM: !
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CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLOTION 06-/ I.e>
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WHEREAS, the
c
is a federally recognized Tribe with all
pOWCI'S and responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's climate; and
W:EfEREAS, in 200 J, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by human activities;

fllTd
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and the 2000 UB. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) Pirst Nationai Assessment
indicate that global warming bas begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S.. pledged under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing regional
climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the availability of subsistence
food sources such as salmon, herring, Whales, caribou, moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will
present serious challenges to subsistence ways of life in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to 111e weather, food sources, and local landscapes undermine
the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHBREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health systems, rural
infrastructure and economies; and
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and icc conditions make travel and traditional hunting
and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; 811d
'WREREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy efficiency
provide multiple looal benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs, reducing energy use, and
saving money; and

lTRESOLVED"thatth~ IIrcjz'c. Vdk:j'-&uY1~ {

NOWTREREFORE, BE
urges the United States Congress and PreST dent of the United States to move forward on a
national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the development
and adoption of renewable energy within a timcftame that prevents irreversible harm to public
health, the economy and the environment
\
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Asa'carsarmiut Tribal Council
PO Box 32249
Mountain Village, AK 99632
Telephone: 907-591·2814
Facsimile: 907-591-2811
RESOLUTION NO. 07-03
A RESOLUTION OF THE ASA'CARSARMIUT TRlBAL COUNCIL TO
SUPPORT CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION
WHEREAS,

The Asa'carsarmiut Tribe is a sovereign entity and federally recognized Tribal
government representing the Asa'carsarmiut Tribe; and,

WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the
Earth's climate; and,

WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused
in part by human activities; and,
WHEREAS, 162 communities including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique culture based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on
the availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, whales, caribou,
moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges to
subsistence ways of life in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challengesfor community health systems,
rural infrastructure and economies, and
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endanger lives, and
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multi local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating
jobs, reducing energy use, and saving money, and

Village of Atka
KO IRA Council
J, Box 47030

Atko. Alaska 99547
Phone (907) 839-2229 • Fax (907) 839-2269

RESOLUTION 2007-03
CLIMATE CHANGE

WHEREAS, the Native Village of AtkaJIRA Council is a federally recognized Tribe
with all powers and responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's
climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by
human activities; and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate
Change (!pCC) and the 2000 U.S, Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First
National Assessment indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S, pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the
availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose,
seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges to subsistence ways oflife in
Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rural infrastructure and economies; and
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and

WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs,
reducing energy use, and saving money; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Native Village of AtkaIIRA
Council urges the United States Congress and President of the United States to move
forward on a national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and
promote the development and adoption of renewable energy within a timeframe that
prevents irreversible harm to public health, the economy and the environment.
PASSED AND APPROVED this ~I

day of

&bn.1 a01I

, 2007.

CERTIFICATION
The foregoing resolution was adopted at a duly convened meeting of the Native Village
of AtkaIIRA Council, a quorum being present, by a vote of -, in favor, -0- opposed,
and
abstaining, thisU day of
2007.
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Atmautluak Traditional Council
P.O. Box 6568
Atmautluak, AK 99559
Ph: (907)553-5610 Fax: (907)553-5612
Email: atmautlu@unicom-alaska.com
CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION 07-03
WHEREAS, the Atmautluak Traditional Council, is a federally recognized Tribe with all
powers and responsibilities inherit in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's
climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by
human activities; and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First
National Assessment indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse has emission; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Nati ves have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the
availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose,
seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges to subsistence ways oflife in
Alaska and other regions. and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rural infrastructure and economics; and
WHEREAS, unpredictab Ie weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS, actions take to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs,
reducing energy use, and saving money.
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Atmautluak Trud. Council

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Atmautluak Traditional Council urges
the United States Congress and President ofthe United States to move forward on a
national, mandatory progmm to reduce climate change pollution and promote the
development and adoption of renewable energy within a timeframe that prevents
irreversible harm to public health, the economy and the environment

CERTIFICATION
Passed and approved by a constituted quorum of theAtmautluak Traditional Council on
_day of February, 2007, by a vote of "7
in favor,
opposing,
this
and ::f9-= abstaining"
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Moses A. PaviIla, Sr-President
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BEAVER VILLAGE COUNCIL
P.o. Box 24029
Beaver, Alaska 99724
(907)628-6128 FAX 628-6815

Climate Change Resolution 07-06
WEBREAS, the Beaver Village Council, is a federally recognized Tribe with all powers and.
responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on. the Earth's climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001 at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by human activities;
and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First National
Assessment indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the u.s. pledged under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing regional
climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the availability 0 f subsistence
food sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose, seabirds and waterfowl, and will
present serious challenges to subsistence ways of life in Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate wiU create new challenges for community health systems, rural
infrastructure and economies; and
WBEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional hunting
and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy efficiency
provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs, reducing energy use
and saving money; and

Selina Petruska, Grief
Paul Williams Sr., 2n d Chief
George Yatlm, Secretary
Lois Williams, Richard Williams., Alvin Wirter, & Thomas Adams

'/07/2087

05.35

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RBSOLVED, that the Beaver Village Council urges the United
States Congress and President ofthe United States to move forward on a national, mandatory
program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the development and adoption of
renewable energy within a timeframe that prevents irreversible harm to public health, the
economy and the environment.
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Nla,
:felfna Petruska, Chief
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Date

Selina Petruska, Chief
Paul Williams Sr., ;2"~ O\~ef
George Yatlin, Secretary
Lois Williams, Richard Williams., Alvin Winer, & Thomas Adams
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Belkofski Tribal Council
P.O. Box 57
King Cove, Alaska 99612
Phone: (907) 497-3122IFax: (907) 497-3123
kcbtc@arctic.net
Resolution No. 06-04
Qimllte Change

WHEREAS, the Native Village of Belkofski, is a federally recognized Tribe with all
powers and responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS, scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's
climate; and
WHEREAS, in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by
human activities; and
WHEREAS, the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate
Change (WCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First
National Assessment indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS, 162 countries including the U.S. pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the
availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose,
seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges to subsistence ways of life in
Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS, climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscapes
undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Native; and
WHEREAS, changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rural infrastructure and economies; and
WHEREAS, unpredictable weather, snow and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS, actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs,
reducing energy use and saving money; and
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NOW TIiEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Native Village of Belkofski urges the
United Sates Congress and President of the United States to move forward on a national,
mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the development and
adoption of renewable energy within a timefrarne that prevents irreversible harm to
public health, the economy and the environment.

z:::.
.
President

""'~<illy of June2006 .
IL~~

APPROVED

Belkofski Tribal Council
CERTlFICATION
The foregoing resolution was adopted by at a duly convened meeting of the Belkofski
Trib~, C;;ouncil, by a vote of..!i- for, g
against, .J:;).. abstaining, and _1_ absent,
tbisCfI!L
_ _· day of June 2006.
ATTEST:

~~
Belkofski Tribal Council
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Native Village of Brevig Mission
POBox 85039
Brevig Mission, Alaska 99785
Phone 642-4301

Fax 642-2099
Resolution No. 06-06-20-13
CLIMATE CHANGE RESOLUTION

WHEREAS; the Native Village of Brevig Mission is a federally recognized Tribe with
all powers and responsibilities inherent in a sovereign government; and
WHEREAS; scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's
climate; and
WHEREAS; in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by
human activities;
WHEREAS; the 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and the 2000 U. S. Global Change Research Program's (USGCRP) First
National Assessment indicate that global warming has begun; and
WHEREAS; 162 countries including the U. S. pledged under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions; and
WHEREAS; Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the
availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring, whales, caribou, moose,
seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges to subsistence ways of life in
Alaska and other regions; and
WHEREAS; climate-related changes will create new challenges to the weather, food
sources, and local landscapes undermine the social identity and cultural survival of
Alaska Natives; and
WHEREAS; changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rural infrastructure and economies; and
WHEREAS; unpredictable weather, snow, and ice conditions make travel and traditional
hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and endangers lives; and
WHEREAS; actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs,
reducing energy use, and saving money; and

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; that the Native Village of Brevig Mission
urges the United States Congress and President of the United States to move forward on a
national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the
development and adoption of renewable energy within a timeframe that prevents
irreversible harm to public health, the economy and the environment.
CERTIFICATION
We, the undersigned members of the Native Village of Brevig Mission Traditional
Council do hereby certify that the Native Village of Brevig Mission Traditional Council
is composed of (7) members of whom ~ voted on this 20 th day of June, 2006 and the
foregoing resolution was adopted by a vote of~~ members.
Yes

L

No

~

Abstain ~~

Gilbert Tocktoo, President

~af

(~t.A...
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Native Village of Buckland

P.O, Box 67
Buckland, Ak 99727
Ph: (907) 494-2171
FAX: (907) 494-2217
Resolution 06-26
A RESOLUTION URGING THE UN.ITED STATES CONGRESS ;iND THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED I>T;iTES TO MOVE FORWARD ON A NATIONAL, MANDATORY PROGRAM TO
REDUCE CLIMATE CHANGE POLLUTION ANn TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF
RENEWMILE ENERGY THAT PREVJ1.NTS lRRRVERSABLE HARM TO THE PUBLIC
HEALTH, THE ECONOMY AND THE .ENVmONMENT

WHEREAS: The Native Village of Buckland is a federally recognized tribe established
pursuant to the Indian Reauthorization Act of 1936 with all powers and responsibilities
inherent in a sovereign government and;
WHEREAS: Scientific consensus has developed that carbon dioxide (C02) and other
greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere have a profound effect on the Earth's
climate and in 2001, at the request of the Administration, the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) reviewed and declared global warming a real problem caused in part by
human activities and;
WHEREAS: The 2001 Third Assessment Report from the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) and the 2000 U.S. Global Change Research Programs(USGCRP)
Pirst National Assessment indicate that global warming has begun and 162 countries
including the U,S. pledged under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
.
Change to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions and;

WHEREAS: Alaska Natives have developed unique cultures based on the prevailing
regional climate and climate change is likely to have significant impacts on the
availability of subsistence food sources such as salmon, herring, whale, caribou, moose,
seabirds and waterfowl, and will present serious challenges to subsistence ways oflife in
Alaska and other regions and;
WHEREAS: Climate-related changes to the weather, food sources, and local landscape
. undermine the social identity and cultural survival of Alaska Natives and;
WHEREAS: Changes in climate will create new challenges for community health
systems, rural infrastructure and economics and unpredictable weather, snow, and ice
conditions make travel and traditional hunting and fishing practices more hazardous and
endangers Iives and;
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WHEREAS: Actions taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase energy
efficiency provide multiple local benefits by decreasing air pollution, creating jobs,
reducing energy use ,and saving money and;
NOW THEREFORE DE IT RESOLVED, that the Native Village of Buckland urges
the United States Congress and the President of the United States to move forward on a
national, mandatory program to reduce climate change pollution and promote the
development and adoption of renewable energy within a timeframe that prevents
irreversible harm to public health, the economy and the environment.

Certification
The foregoing resolution was enacted by the Buckland IRA Council for the Native
Village of Buckland, on this .l.O ..day of --:fUG e'_
,2006 by a vote of-t.Jor,
and.tLagainst at a duly called meeting at which a quorum of-'--of the Buckland IRA
Council members were present

Date

B~~IRA:-:-:::-se-cre-tary----.....,.-'~m_--
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